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Abstract 

A proper characterization of a rational agent’s ac- 
tions involves much more than simply recounting the 
changes in the world affected by the agent. It should 
also include an explanatory account connecting the 
upshots of an agent’s actions with the reasons behind 
those actions, where those upshots might represent ac- 
tual changes (either intentional or unintentional) or 
merely counterfactual possibilities. The conventional 
view of action makes it difficult to distinguish, inter 
alia, cases of attempts, accidents, coercions, or failures 
- such distinctions useful to agents engaged in rec- 
ognizing or assigning responsibility for actions. Such 
a view also makes the characterization of actions that 
do not involve physical change, such as maintenance 
events, difficult, as well as the proper representation 
of negative actions; the latter commonly appearing in 
explanations and as objects of an agent’s intentions. 
In this paper, I present a formal analysis of these sorts 
of actions in terms of the causal pathways joining an 
agent’s intentions with his actions. 

Introduction 
Consider a simple situation in which the following ac- 
tion is observed: 
(1) John tried not to spill the coffee by holding the 

saucer steady but failed. 

To capture conditions for the occurrence of instances 
of such an action by way of traditional representations 
that equate actions with pairs of world-states (Mc- 
Carthy & Hayes 1969) would be difficult given that, 
first, the observable pre- and post-conditions of the 
above action could apply equally well to instances of 
intentionally spilling the coffee by tipping the saucer or 
to cases of unintentionally spilling the coffee while in- 
volved in some other activity’. Further, (1) also makes 
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‘Though (McDermott 1982) presents an alternative rep- 
resentation of events by which one can, for example, repre- 
sent actions such as “running around the track,” that work 
does not address the issues discussed here of generation 

reference to an attempt at performing a negative action 
(not spilling the coffee) where the referenced negative 
action is to be related to a “positive” means action: 
the holding the saucer steady action. Though (Pollack 
1986) and (Israel, Perry, & Tutiya 1991), for example, 
have examined how one action can be a means for the 
performance of another action, that work leaves open 
the question of how a positive (or negative action, for 
that matter) can be a means of not performing some 
ends action2. In addition, such a negative action must 
be represented in a fashion that precludes the possi- 
bility of identifying it with the non-occurrence of the 
spilling of the coJgree action. Otherwise, it would be 
impossible to distinguish the referenced negative ac- 
tion with any other action that might have occurred. 
The action reported in (1) further suggests a deviation 
in the usual causal pathway joining the agent’s prior 
intention (to not spill) with the final result. This is re- 
ported as a failure: failures representing another class 
of negative action, members of which can be charac- 
terized as unintentional. This last point suggests that 
negative actions cannot be simply identified with non- 
movement or non-change; in the example, the refer- 
enced failed action did result in change: the spilling of 
the coffee. 

In addition, any successful analysis of (1) should un- 
cover a number of implicit events: in the case of suc- 
cessful performance on the part of the agent would 
be the presence of a maintenance action involving no 
change with respect to the fact that the coffee is in the 
cup. It does not seem possible to reconcile the tradi- 
tional view of action (under which nothing has “hap- 
pened”) with the intuition that here the agent has, 
in fact, done something. Additionally, (1) would nor- 
mally also be re-describable as an instance of an ucci- 
dent. That an accident cannot simply be equated with 
an unintentional action is plain enough: my going to 
a lecture might be intentional but the fact that by do- 
ing so I thereby also occupy the last available chair is 
incidental: it represents a side-e#ect of my intentions 

relations, particularly involving negative actions, mainte- 
nance actions, or attempts, failures and accidents. 

2For a discussion of negative events see (Brand 1971). 
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(Cohen & Levesque 1990). 
Contemporary theories of rational behavior, such as 

the logic of belief, desire, and intention (BDI) of (Co- 
hen & Levesque 199O)(C&L), have argued persuasively 
for the need for a notion of prior intention (or commit- 
ment) to action. However, the mere presence of an 
action does not presuppose the existence of a causally 
responsible intention; neither can the presence of an in- 
tention assure success. These are simply idealizations, 
as illustrated by example (1). In what follows I first 
present a brief overview of C&L in which I will frame 
the subsequent analysis. I then examine means-end 
cuusuZ pathways involving notions of generation and 
enablement as tied to an agent’s intentions. I go on to 
examine maintenance actions as characteristic of ac- 
tions involving no change. Finally, I examine cases of 
accidents, attempts, and failures as representative of 
deviations from means-end causal pathways. In this 
analysis, I take the agent’s mental state as playing a 
crucial role in the proper characterization of such ac- 
tions and argue that the characterization of these sorts 
of actions should involve counterfactuals. 

Representation 
C&L’s logic models belief with a weak S5 modal logic 
where possible worlds are linear sequences of basic 
event types (indexed by the integers); satisfaction is 
then defined relative to a model, world-time pair, and 
a variable valuation. An agent i’s belief in some propo- 
sition 4 is expressed in their language by statements of 
the form beZ(i, 4), w 1 e an agent’s goals (consistent de- h’l 
sires) are captured by statements of the form goal(i, 4). 
The semantics of BeZ and Goal are both given in 
terms of possible worlds. An agent’s intentions, written 
intend(i, a), are composite objects modeled as persis- 

tent goals: these are goals which agent i will maintain 
until a is achieved or until i believes e is no longer 
possible. Intentions have the further important prop- 
erty that they are not closed under logical consequence. 
Their model also makes use of the following modal 
temporal operators: 04 means $ is eventually true 
in the current world (which includes the current mo- 
ment), 04 =def 1014, and later(4) =def -4 A 04. 
The modal operators happens(a) and done(P) refer to 
the actions a and ,f3 as, respectively, happening next 
or as having just happened in the current world-time 
point (with an optional extra argument standing for 
the agent of the action). Complex action descriptions 
are possible by way of statements in dynamic logic 
where the set of actions is closed under nondetermin- 
istic choice (cyI@), sequencing (CY; p), tests (p?), and 
iteration (a*). The reader is referred to (Cohen & 
Levesque 1990) for details on the logic. 

In order to refer to future possibility, I will add the 
following branching modal operators to C&L. 0~4 
means that among all of the possible worlds with pasts 
(not including the current moment) identical to the 
real one, there is one in which 4 holds. q  I~ is de- 

fined as usual as 10~14. In order to model concur- 
rent actions I will introduce the function +: CY + ,0 
names the action consisting of the simultaneous occur- 
rence of a and p. Possible worlds stand, as before, 
for sequences of events, however, each event is now 
taken from the lattice structure built up out of + and 
the primitive NIL sta.nding for inaction. I also define: 
6 > II, a s q  B[4 3 $1. Th is says that the material con- 
ditional holds in all possible futures. Where the condi- 
tional is evaluated at some time in the past and 4 does 
not hold in the real world, then > stands for coun- 
terfactual dependence. There are well known prob- 
lems with this idealization which I will later discuss. 
To capture some notion of bringing about I define: 
huppens(e * 4) =def huppens(lq5?; e; q!~?) A ve’.e’ 5 
e > huppens(e’; +?), that is, e leads to 4 just in 
case it results in 4 and any subsequence (specified 
by the ordering 5) results in +. In order to for- 
malize a notion of generation I will introduce the 
following variant of happens: huppens(i, t , a) =def 
3’. huppens( i, t’?; a; t’ + t?) which states that t repre- 
sents the duration of a where, in C&L, if t is an integer 
then t? specifies the time as t; similarly for done(i, t, a). 
Finally, not(a) will stand for any instance in which: 
i= happens(not(a)) E lhuppens(a)) and busic(c~) will 
be true just in case 4 is primitive. I will also assume 
that this modified version is extended to allow singular 
terms for actions where each action term is grounded 
in some basic event sequence. This is straightforward. 

Means-end Causal Pathways 
The notion of one action representing a wuy ofper- 

forming another seems central to means-end reasoning 
(Pollack 1986; I srael, Perry, & Tutiya 1991): this rela- 
tion is often referred to as generation, after Goldman’s 
treatment (Goldman 1970). So too does the notion 
of enablement: that is, one action performed in or- 
der to perform another (Pollack 1986; Balkanski 1993; 
Di Eugenio 1993). Examples of generation are often 
reported by way of the by locution: He signalled by 
waving or He turned on the light by flipping the switch. 
Goldman notes that the generation relation is irreflex- 
ive, anti-symmetric, and transitive. In Goldman’s the- 
ory, actions are triples of act-type, agent, and time 
where each action is either generated by some other 
action or represents a basic action or movement. Pol- 
lack formalized Goldman’s notion of generation via a 
notion of conditional generation. Her formalizat,ion es- 
sentially associates a condition, c, with the occurrence 

Y 

of two distinct act-types, cv and ,8, such t,hat Q gen- 
erates p just in case Q and 0 both occur at the same 
time, it is always the case that if c holds and a occurs 
then /3 occurs, and neither ar nor c are sufficient for 0 
to occur. For the case of turning on a light by flip- 
ping a switch, c might affirm that the light and switch 
are connected. Unfortunately, this approach cannot be 
used to explain instances such as (1) nor the following: 
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(2) By not lowering my hand I signalled again to the 
auctioneer. 

Here, whatever c is chosen as the generating condition 
for the not-lowering action could just as easily be used 
to incorrectly conclude that some other non-occurring 
action generated the signalling. 

Another difficulty with Pollack’s formalization is 
that, given the potentially infinite number of qualifi- 
cations to any action, there is no c such that a will 
always generate p under c: one can always find an 
exception. Further, her definition involves a second 
order statement. In this paper, I suggest that gener- 
ation be analyzed counterfactually: in short, if Q had 
not occurred /3 wouldn’t have either. Such a defini- 
tion correctly handles (2). This was, in fact, one of 
the clauses in Goldman’s original definition3, but was 
questioned by Pollack. The example Goldman used 
was the following. If some agent extended his arm in 
order to signal then we can say that if he had not ex- 
tended his arm, he would not have signalled. Pollack 
observes that if the agent also intended to signal then 
there is no reason to suppose that the intention to sig- 
nal would not survive the counterfactual supposition, 
particularly if there was some other means of signalling 
available to the agent. In other cases, however, the in- 
tention would not survive, else one would be forced to 
deny the validity of reasonable counterfactuals such as 
the following: 

(3) If Oswald had not shot Kennedy, then Kennedy 
would be alive today. 

This counterfactual holds because we have good rea- 
son to believe that, at that moment, a shooting was the 
only means reasonably available to Oswald; in such a 
case, the intention to kill would not survive the coun- 
terfactual supposition. One possible solution to the 
objection raised by Pollack is to introduce particu- 
lars for act-tokens by way of statements of the form: 
happens(e) A type(e, zouve) and argue that if that arm 
extension had not occurred then that signal would also 
have not occurred. An alternative, and the one taken 
here, is to argue that the counterfactual dependence 
holds between p and both the intention to p and a: 
to make an analogy with causation, the intention to p 
and a! are on the same causal pathway to ,0. 

A case of a! generating p can then be defined as 4: 

genl@,P) = a # P 
A [huppens(i, t, a) > huppens(i, t, /3)] 
A [(lintend(i, ,l?) 

(1) 

Alhuppens(i, t, cu)) > lhuppens(i, t, ,B)] 

3Goldman included this clause in order to handle 
branching acts. See (Goldman 1970). This seems reason 
enough for its inclusion. 

4All axioms that appear in this paper are assumed to 
hold for every model and world-time pair. All unbound 
variables are further assumed to be universally quantified. 

gen(a, P) = genl(a, P) 
V [%genl(a, r) A gen(x P>l 

(2) 

This inductive definition is needed because counterfac- 
tual dependence is not generally transitive (Ginsberg 
1986). The first axiom states that (Y and /? must be 
distinct (this enforces ireflexivity) and that p coun- 
terfactually depends on both a and intend(i, ,B). The 
second axiom simply states that two actions are related 
by generation just in case there is a chain of counter- 
factual dependencies between the pair. This approach 
depends on a body of basic generation knowledge of 
the form: huppens(i, t, r) A c > huppens(i, t, S), where 
these axioms can be separately qualified (Ginsberg & 
Smith 1988). It also depends on a more restrictive 
treatment of > along the lines of (Ginsberg 1986) so 
that if, for example, the arm extension (a) had not 
occurred then one only considers possible worlds that 
must follow from this revision and causal knowledge: 
alternative means of signally will not be considered 
since the causal factor (intention) has been retracted 
5. In order to ensure the proper direction of genera- 
tion and its characteristic antisymmetry, one approach 
to explore would be to unprotect generation knowledge 
as in (Ginsberg 1986), i.e., allow it to be retracted so 
that there would exist possible worlds in which the 
agent had not p-ed but had rr-ed. 

One problem with the definition conjectured in 1 
involves the following example of Goldman, George 
jumps 6’. John outjumps George by jumping 6’3”. Un- 
der the counterfactual analysis the best one case say 
is that John outjumped George by jumping over 6’; 
this seems reasonable. A more serious problem is how 
to ground basic negative actions; recall that “positive” 
actions were grounded in basic agent movements. Con- 
sider, for example, refraining from going to school to- 
day, where there is no more basic action, a, such that 
if a had not occurred the positive counterpart of the 
above would have. Further, one cannot simply equate 
not-o with Ihappens( as discussed earlier. I suggest 
that the notion of a basic action is a dynamic notion 
which varies according to an agent’s mental state - 
as well as possibly some external agent’s expectations. 
Actions are then grounded in these partial mental state 
descriptions: if the agent had wanted to go to school, 
he would have. 

Given the above, the composite by action can now 
be defined as follows: 

huppens(i, t, by(cw, ,O)) E (3) 
huppens(i, t, a) A huppens(i, t, ,8) A gen(cr, ,l?) 

That is, the action by((Iy, p) is said to occur just in case 
both a and ,L? occur over identical spans of time and, 
moreover, cy generates p. An agent can now intend 

51n addition, the essential temporal asymmetry (see 
(Lewis 1986)) f o counterfactuals must be addressed: the 
nearest possible worlds should be those in which the past 
is kept as stable as possible. 
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to perform some ,f3 by performing some more basic a. 
Where the agent is successful, this represents the stan- 
dard means-end causal pathway. 

Turning now to enablement, it seems that central to 
this relation is the notion of “bringing about a possi- 
bility.” Consider alternatives such as that suggested in 
(Balkanski 1993). 0 n h er analysis, LY enables ,f3 just in 
case: (i) the time of o is prior to the time of ,8, and (ii) 
there is a set of conditions, C, such that one of the con- 
ditions in C, Ci, holds as a result of the performance 
of Q, and either: there is a third action y, and y condi- 
tionally generates p under C, or C is the executability 
condition on p There is a serious problem with this 
definition, however. Consider the following simple sit- 
uation involving filling a bucket with water. Suppose 
that there are two faucets and the bucket is currently 
positioned under one of them. According to Balkan- 
ski’s definition, transporting the bucket to the other 
faucet enables filling the bucket, even though that ac- 
tion is already possible in the initial situation: this 
seems non-intuitive. However, if one instead stipulates 
that cx must render /3 possible, one encounters the fol- 
lowing difficulty. 

on the way home enabled him to ar- (4) Not stopping 
rive on time. 

where the enabled action is already possible. It should 
further be pointed out that enabled actions must be 
intentional: notice the unacceptability of, stopping on 
the way to the gate enabled him to miss the train, unless 
the agent was actively trying to miss the train. This 
appears to be a consequence of their central role in 
means-end reasoning. 

The following definition overcomes these problems: 

happens(i, t, enabZes(e2)) E (4) 
intends(i, ea) A jel.happens(i, t, el) 
A [happens > Oghappens(e1; ea)] 
A [Ihappens(i, t, el) > TOg happens(not(e1); ez)] 

The use of counterfactuals assures us that if ei had 
not occurred then e2 would not have been immediately 
possible and it, therefore, happily also rules out those 
circumstances in which e2 might have eventuated on its 
own. Example (4) is also handled properly: there is no 
restriction that e2 be initially impossible. Once again, 
4 requires a treatment of > along the lines of (Ginsberg 
1986; Winslett 1988) 6. Further, the set of actions 
quantified over in 4 should be restricted to some subset 
or context of actions as in (Ortiz 1993). This would 
preclude the possibility of identifying aberrant events 
with the event not-e1 in the evaluation of, say, example 
(4) so that when evaluating the second counterfactual, 
one does not consider quicker means of transport that 
would represent a departure from the norm. 

en 
el 

6NB: Axiom 1 correctly assigns some el (and not 
.abZes(ez)) the role of generating action in cases where 
satisfies 4 if one uprotects axiom 4. 

Non-movement actions 

Maintenance events differ from accomplishments in 
that they do not involve any change with respect to the 
proposition being maintained: by repeatedly pushing 
a door (call each such component event an cy) I can 
maintain the door in a closed position (call this condi- 
tion +), however, the door must have been in a closed 
position to start with7. If I initially closed the door, 
that action would have been distinct from my later 
maintaining action. In addition, the condition which 
is maintained, 4, must be counterfactually related to 
each component o: if I hadn’t been pushing the door, 
it could have opened at some point, possibly because 
someone was pushing from the other side. This cannot 
be determined simply by observing the scene: I might 
simply be pushing a locked door. Furthermore, each cy 
does not have the property that if it had not occurred 
4 would necessarily have come about. Consider a case 
in which I am maintaining coffee in a cup while walking 
on a ship that is rocking. Suppose further that when- 
ever the cup “dips” over an angle greater than 8, the 
coffee spills. I might choose to “straighten” the cup 
as soon as it rotates no more than some B - 5: such 
an action is nonetheless a component maintaining even 
though I could have just as well salvaged the coffee by 
waiting a bit longer. 

There appears to be a close relationship between 
maintenance actions and preventions (Ortiz 1993). 
Whereas a prevention is a relation between a real event 
and a hypothetical event, a maintaining can best be 
viewed as a process composed of smaller events (o’s), 
where each component o inhibits progress towards the 
bringing about of 4 but does not render 4 impossible: 
each push I initiate does not prevent the door from 
ever opening - only for the extent of that particular 
push. Further, if I lock the door, thereby preventing 
anyone from ever opening it, I am not maintaining the 
door closed. Notice that maintenance events share a 
property of all processes: they are not necessarily ho- 
mogeneous (Shoham 1988) over the interva.1 in which 
they occur: in the example, the pushes originating on 
the opposite side of the door might be intermittent. In 
addition, each step (a) need not be of the same type. 
For example, suppose I have a rope with a knot at the 
center which I am attempting to maintain within some 
spatial interval. Periodically, someone pulls on either 
side: if I feel a tug to the left, I pull to the right, and 
vice-versa. In each case, my action is of a distinct type: 
a left-pull versus a right-pull. 

These properties can be captured by the following: 

7(McDermott 1982) discusses an analogous notion of 
protecting a fact but leaves it as an open problem. (Di Eu- 
genio 1993) d iscusses maintenance actions in the context of 
instructions. 
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done(i, t, m(qS)) E (5) 
Ela.done(i, t, a) A OBZater(+) 
A 3dV,8[happens(/? - 3) > f(P, 4 2 4 
A [ldone(i, t, a) > 

whaPPens(7 - -3) > fh -4 < 41 
This says that some o generates a component main- 
taining, m(4), if it inhibits progress towards 4; i.e., 
if all the possible futures (recall the definition for >) 
leading to 14, represented by the sequence /3, have a 
cost greater than d; whereas if o had not occurred, all 
of the events, y, leading to 14 would have had a lower 
cost. The function f is meant to capture a sense of 
“progress” towards 4 (see below). The second clause 
in the definition further constrains the coming about 
of 14 to remain possible: this is necessary so that o 
not prevent + from ever coming about. A mainte- 
nance event can now be represented as a process or in- 
stance of 47 [m($>l(x:; @)I*; m(4); b(4)@; $?)I*, for 
some basic event, z; that is, as a possibly inhomoge- 
neous sequence consisting of m($)‘s, with the further 
restriction that 4 be true throughout. 

By employing counterfactuals, the above definition 
correctly captures the tendency towards 14 that the 
agent is inhibiting. Further, since cx can occur con- 
currently with some other event, the definition allows 
one to model situations such as those involving a si- 
multaneous push and pull - no net movement - or 
for Q to represent a reaction (e.g., tugging to the right 
when you feel a tug to the left). Finally, though the 
issue of progress towards 14 is obviously a difficult 
one to resolve it does appear necessary in order to ex- 
plain cases such as the example involving maintaining 
coffee in a cup, where the coffee can still change its 
location within the cup. Such a function is analogous 
to a heuristic search function that might be employed 
by a planner. Many problem domains readily suggest 
natural progress functions: in trying to maintain some- 
one from getting close to some object, a natural metric 
would be the distance towards the object; in trying to 
maintain a tower at a certain height, a natural metric 
would be the number of blocks stacked so far; and in 
trying to maintain a bucket under a faucet, a natu- 
ral metric would be the distance from the edge of the 
faucet to the edge of the bucket. 

Abnormal Causal Pathways 
Whenever we ascribe an instance of trying-to-a! to 

some agent, i, we seem to suggest that i performed 
some p which it believed would generate o. If i fails 
then either: (i) some expected circumstance necessary 
for the generation of o did not obtain, (ii) i’s beliefs 
about the circumstances in which it was embedded 
were correct but its beliefs about the relation between 
p and o were incorrect, or (iii) i failed to perform /? 
correctly’. For example, consider the following: 

‘(Pollack 1986) d iscusses similar issues in the context of 

(5a) John tried to escape but was caught. 

(5b) John tried to remove the stains with soap and 
water. 

(5~) John tried not to spill the coffee by holding the 
cup steady but failed. 

In the first example, we can imagine a situation in 
which John attempts an escape by executing some 
plan of action, p, believing that he will thereby escape. 
However, the circumstances might be such that p can- 
not generate the desired action: suppose, for exam- 
ple, that unbeknownst to John someone is positioned 
in such a way as to prevent the escape; in this case, 
John’s inaccurate beliefs about the world prevent him 
from accurately predicting the future. In (5)b, John 
might have perfect knowledge about the current sit- 
uation but his beliefs concerning possible means for 
removing stains could be incorrect. Finally, in the last 
example, John’s beliefs about the relation of holding 
the cup steady and preventing the spilling of the coffee 
are correct, as are his beliefs about the current situa- 
tion; in this case, however, he simply fails to perform 
the action hold cup steady properly. 

The following axiom seems to capture these intu- 
itions: 

happens(i, t, try(a)) E lbasic(cu) (6) 
A ZiP.happens(i, t, ,8) A intend(i) by@, QI)) 

This states that an agent i attempts o just in case i 
performs some p with the intention of performing o. 
By the definition for by and the fact that intentions 
in C&L are closed under logical equivalence, it follows 
that i believes (whether correctly or not) that /3 will 
generate Q. The case of basic actions is much more 
problematic and here I simply assume that basic ac- 
tions always succeed (See (Pollack 1986) for a discus- 
sion) ‘. 

The notion of a failure is now captured as follows: 

happens(i) t, fail(a)) E (7) 
happens(i) t, tq(~~)) A lhappens(i, cy) 

“You can’t fail if you’ve never tried,” as they say. No- 
tice that it is not necessary that CK be physically pos- 
sible to start with. A consequence of the above def- 
inition, together with axioms from C&L, are the fol- 
lowing reasonable inferences: an agent will never try 
to fail and if an agent tries, that attempt (i.e., try(a)) 
cannot fail (i.e., fail(try(a)) is impossible). 

Turning now to cases of accidents, consider what 
appears to be a reasonable default for rational agents: 

-intend(i) cx) + llater(happens(i, a)) (8) 

plan recognition. 
‘One problem with this definition, which I will not ad- 

dress, stems from the fact that if an agent tries to CY it must 
fully believe that the means action will generate CV, whereas 
in actuality it might entertain only a partial belief. 
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that is, if an agent doesn’t intend to perform some cy 
then it normally will not. Notice the distinction be- 
tween the absence of an intention in this case and an 
intention to not perform a. The latter involves, as dis- 
cussed earlier, the commitment to perform some more 
basic action as a way of performing the negative ac- 
tion: such commitments playing an important role in 
the architecture of rational agents (Bratman, Israel, & 
Pollack 1988). Axiom 8 can be defeated in cases of 
an accident (an agent spilling coffee for example), or 
in cases of coercions, in which some agent forces an- 
other agent to perform some action against his will. 
The first case is possible because an agent’s intentions 
are not closed under implication in C&L. That is, an 
agent does not intend all of the side-effects of its inten- 
tions. Given this property, an accident can be defined 
as follows. 

happens(i) t, accident(a)) E (9) 
happens(i) t, a) A lbel(i, happens(i, a)) 
A[knows(i, happens(i, cr)) > 

happens(i, try(not(cr)))] 

In this case agent i performs some o! without being 
aware (possibly as a side-effect of some other intended 
action). However, in the case of an accident it is also 
necessary that the agent would have tried to avoid CY, 
if it could have more accurately predicted the future. 
Notice that accidents include cases of failures, but not 
necessarily vice versa”. 

Summary and Conclusions 
In this paper I explored a broader view of action than 
is possible through traditional accounts that equate an 
action with simply the bringing about of a condition. 
In the process, I discussed a number of action types, 
such as negative actions and maintenance actions, that 
are best viewed as depending counterfactually on a 
more primitive means action as wells as partial a men- 
tal state description. This observation led to a gen- 
eralization and simplification of previous accounts of 
two important means-end relations - generation and 
enablement. I argued that actions tied to an agent’s in- 
tentions by way of these two relations characterized the 
normal causal pathway of action whereas cases of fail- 
ures, accidents, and coercions exemplified deviations 
from this pathway. Such a conceptuali’zation of action 
is important to the architecture of rational agents that 
can recognize actions in order to ascertain abilities or 
assign responsibility as well as produce explanatory ac- 
counts of behaviors. 

“Cases of coercion s appear to represent deviations from 
the perspective of the normal evolution of deliberations 
from desire to intention formation. They are character- 
ized by a concurrent desire (caused by another agent) not 
to perform some action while simultaneously entertaining 
the opposite intention. 
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